delitaly
food and wine escapes

Is pleased to present

le rotte del gusto
a new way to taste Italy
Le Rotte del Gusto, all inclusive guided sailboat and motor yacht tour offer of Delitaly. A new, unique, way to taste Italy.
... our suggestions bind cruise on a sailing boat and motor yacht to exclusive wine and food experiences ...
In collaboration with our partner Windward Island we offer customized solutions in all areas of the Mediterranean and in particular three regions in Italy: Sicily, Sardinia and Tuscany.
All yachts offered by Delitaly & Le Rotte del Gusto are selected and managed by Windward Island, a market leader in the international charter, with more than 3,500 sailing and motor yachts in over 40 destinations in the world ...
What we do
we like

- Crewed luxury sailing and motor yacht
- Shipowner shall remain responsible for the boat, the crew, and the cruise of our Guests
- Shipboard Crew: Captain, Chef, hostess to meet every need of our customers.
- Travel assistant Services, transfer to the boarding and disembarking, shore activities dedicated ( winery tours, wine tastings, gourmet experiences)

we don’t like

- Customer is liable of the boat
- No service provided on board
- No staff on board
- No additional service provided
Benefits for our clients

Relax
Crewed Charter

Relax & All Inclusive “formula”

A cruise on a luxury yacht with hotellery and personal concierge, services with on board and on field activities.

Only One Contact: Delitaly the Tour Operator that provides for all services on the ground and intermediate with shipowner and the charter company for everything related to the cruise. A single contact: Delitaly | Le Rotte del Gusto to meet all tastes of our guests ...
SICILY
The route: from Grecale to Calaurisi

Our first route in Sicily will take us from the southeast coast of the island to the lands of Nero d’Avola, with its splendid white sand beaches, the picturesque village of Marzamemi and Island of Capo Passero.

We will discover the Baroque towns of Noto Valley: Modica, Ragusa, and Noto. All of which are recognized as World heritage Sites and protected by Unesco.

The seduction of art and history are combined with the pleasure of a gourmet experience, fun and relaxation.
The route: from Mamertino to Malvasia

Vulcano, Lipari, Salina in Greek mythology, were the place where the god of the winds, Aeolus, lived. Today their beaches, the black lava, the shiny obsidian, sunsets, and turquoise sea are still seductive.

A cruise through these beautiful atolls is an extraordinary journey through the colors and flavors of Sicily.

We will pass the night on the smallest and most fashionable island of the archipelago, Panarea, and will discover the secrets of Stromboli and its spectacular eruptions of volcano.
The route: from “SuperTuscan” to the whale sanctuary

We'll take you to discover the coast that draw the profile of the land of Carducci and the flavors of the region and the wines expression of a unique territory: the land of Chianti, Bolgheri, Montalcino, Scansano, the hills of Lucca...

We’ll enjoy the beauty of the sea in search of whales, sperm whales or dolphins. We will sail from the hidden corners of the Elbe island to the Roman Villa Giannutri accompanied by the taste and flavors of the land and its wine...
The route: to discover the Elba of Napoleon

The presence of Napoleon was a defining event for the development of the island. The people of Elba were firmly attached to Napoleon and for the bicentenary of his arrival on the island are planned musical events and concerts. We offer a weekend formula and a one-week cruise to discover the golden beaches and small coves of pebbles, the extraordinary history and the dishes of the island: the “gurguglione”, specialties based on vegetables, rice with squid ink, stuffed squid, the famous “cacciucco” ...
The route: from Vermentino di Gallura to mistral

From the "Green Coast", with its rugged coastline nestled between two boulders, to the splendor of the Costa Smeralda, Sardinia offers an amazing and charming canvas: the sea views where the golden sand is lost in the turquoise blue sea.

We will enjoy snorkeling in the waters in front of magnificent reefs, or diving in wild waters. Let be seduced by the beauty of places, and its flavors...
The route: from Iglesiente to Villasimius

The flavors of the island will captivate you: many kind of cheese, and wines, from the ancient Moscato and Cannonau to the Vermentino...

Our second proposed will take you to discover a the hidden side of Sardinia, full of charm and history.

The “nuraghi” and the industrial archeology of Iglesiente, the tuna fishery of Porto Scuso, and the islands of San Pietro and Sant’Antioco. We will sail in the direction of Cagliari, slowly up from the coast south of the island to the east. The Gulf of Cagliari and the beautiful beaches of Poetto and Villasimius will give us wellcome for the dinner.
SOLUTIONS FOR BUSINESS
We tailor make travel plans for our corporate clients: travel incentive and outdoor training.

Our cruises can be adapted to the needs of companies that want to establish an incentive program: it is possible to provide a fleet of two or more boats, meetings in luxury hotels and resorts and dedicated activities.
COSTUM SOLUTIONS
Ask us to make your trip even more exclusive and special. We are available to customize your cruise with “tailor made” solutions and provide space for your passions.

A relaxing horseback ride, an exciting downhill mountain bike ride, 18-hole golf course in an exceptional setting, unforgettable diving, hot air ballooning or hang gliding... Our Staff will respond to your every need. Write to us at our email: info@delitaly.it
Rock & Roll
Can never die
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